The annual ISMP Cheers Awards honor individuals, institutions, and groups who have demonstrated exemplary commitment to the continued science and study of medication safety. The **George Di Domizio Award** is given in memory of an industry advocate for patient safety. The **Lifetime Achievement Award** is given in memory of ISMP Trustee David P. Vogel, who worked tirelessly to help promote safe medication practices. All winners are recognized for their positive examples and/or teamwork through their implementation of medication safety strategies.

**PREMIER SPONSOR: OMNICELL**
OUR EVENING’S JOURNEY

6:00 – 7:00 pm

Networking Hour

If you have already joined the event, join the network hour through the ‘People’ and ‘Sponsors’ tabs. Otherwise, follow: https://next.brella.io/events/ISMP2020/schedule/237468

7:00 – 7:30 pm

Welcome Reception

If you have already joined the event, join the welcome reception through the ‘Stream’ tab. Otherwise, follow: https://next.brella.io/events/ISMP2020/stream

7:30 – 8:00 pm

Awards Presentation

If you have already joined the event, join the awards presentation through the ‘Stream’ tab. Otherwise, follow: https://next.brella.io/events/ISMP2020/stream

8:00 – 8:15 pm

Lifetime Achievement Award

If you have already joined the event, join the awards presentation through the ‘Stream’ tab. Otherwise, follow: https://next.brella.io/events/ISMP2020/stream

8:15 – 9:00 pm

Conclusion & Additional Networking

If you have already joined the event, continue to network through the ‘People’ and ‘Sponsors’ tabs. Otherwise, follow: https://next.brella.io/events/ISMP2020/schedule/237468

JOIN EVENT
https://next.brella.io/join/ISMP2020
Thank You

ISMP Cheers Award winners for your commitment to medication safety!
2020 ISMP CHEERS AWARD HONOREES

Mary E. Burkhardt, MS, RPh, FASHP, FSMSO
National Pharmacy Executive
VA National Center for Patient Safety
Ann Arbor, MI

Choctaw Nation Health Services Authority
Talihina, OK

Einstein Medical Center Montgomery
East Norriton, PA

HCA West Florida Division
Tampa, FL

Tina M. Suess, MHA, BSN, RN-BC, CPHIMS, CPPS
Manager of Medication Safety Integration
Penn Medicine Lancaster General Health
Lancaster, PA
Avanos/NEOMED* congratulates the 2020 Cheers Award winners. We thank you for your commitment to patient and medication safety.

GETTING PATIENTS BACK TO THINGS THAT MATTER.

*Registered Trademark or Trademark of Avanos Medical, Inc., or its affiliates. © 2018 AVNS. All rights reserved.
GEORGE DI DOMIZIO AWARD WINNER

Mary Baker, PharmD, MBA, FASPEN
Senior Director, Sterile Injectables
Pfizer Biopharmaceuticals Group
Lake Forest, IL

Congratulations to the 2020 ISMP Cheers Award Winners
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD WINNER

David Cousins, BPharm, MSc, FRPharmS, PhD, is a true pioneer in medication error prevention, and has tirelessly pursued development of a medication safety policy agenda in England that is now modeled around the world. As a hospital chief pharmacist he raised awareness of medication safety by writing a monthly journal column on medication errors. As head of safe medication practice at the former National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) and then NHS England, he helped develop the NHS National Reporting and Learning System and issue patient safety alerts. He also was a key author of the NPSA “Design for Safety” publication series, illustrating how good design can help minimize risk arising from the labeling and packaging of medicines, and helped establish the role of medication safety officers in NHS organizations. He is a founding member and committee member of the International Medication Safety Network (IMSN).
Baxter Congratulates All Winners!

www.baxter.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2020 ISMP CHEERS AWARD WINNERS, AND TO ISMP FOR ITS OUTSTANDING WORK TO ADVANCE MEDICATION SAFETY.

RICH KRUZYNSKI
Congratulations to the 2020 ISMP Cheers Awards Winners and to ISMP.

Thank you for your dedication to the advancement of medication safety.

ICU Medical congratulates the 2020 Cheers Award winners and ISMP for its dedication to patient safety.
Congratulations to this year’s George Di Domizio Award Winner and Pfizer colleague

Mary Baker
PharmD, MBA, FASPEN

We recognize the hard work you and your fellow 2020 Cheers Award Winners have done to help promote safe medication practices and champion patient safety.

From the makers of the first FDA approved, ready-to-use ephedrine, we wish to congratulate all of the 2020 ISMP Cheers Awards Winners and ISMP.

Thank you for sharing our commitment to patient safety, and dedication to providing a safer world through the prevention of medication errors.

Thank you to all our donors!

ISMP would like to thank the many generous supporters who have made the Cheers Awards possible over more than two decades; their names are too numerous to list in this program, but each and every donation has helped bring widespread recognition to medication safety efforts and helped achieve significant advances in error prevention.

For more information on how to support ISMP’s lifesaving work in the future by making a donation, go to: www.ismp.org/support/donate.
2020 CHEERS SUPPORTERS

GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE
Omnicell

MILLENNIUM BRIDGE
Avanos/NEOMED

PEARL BRIDGE
Fresenius Kabi

PONTE VECCHIO BRIDGE
Baxter Richard Kruzynski

SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE
AcelRx Pharmaceuticals, Inc ICU Medical Pfizer
Hikma Johnson & Johnson Consumer Nexus Pharmaceuticals

WALT WHITMAN BRIDGE
B. Braun Michael & Hedy Cohen Consortiex Rabih Dabliz

HELIx BRIDGE
Apexus First Databank Janice Dunsavage
Medi-Dose, Inc. Rita Jew Eric and Judy Kastango

BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Becky Finley Elsevier Enovachem Pharmaceuticals
Rita Shane THRIV Coalition for IV Accuracy Allen and Rosanne Vaida